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miserable. It is only at this time that in silence that we will hear
Our LORD Jesus Christ whispering into our ears saying “Pick
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yourself Up and go forward with FAITH because I am beside
you”. Yes, even if there is no worldly person to be by your side
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CHRIST and have faith in HIM. Remember in times of darkness
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you must make the decisions and pray for guidance to JESUS
shane.balthazaar@ho CHRIST. Then you will see for yourself what splendid decisions
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you make and thereafter you will come out of that darkness and
be in a win - win situation; with a happy and God fearing life. As
Telephone 2811800 an average or good Christian please Walk on the Path HE has
shown. Then we will be happy. SO – TO be happy, be content
77 1978551 (M)
and follow JESUS CHRIST. Your life will improve all round my
friends in Y’s Dom.

IP’s speech

The first Regional Board Meeting for 2016-17 Chaired by the RD
Prasantha De Silva and Refresher Training and Familiarization of Y's
Dom conducted by ISD PAP ASD PRD LTOT Rita Hettiarachchi at the
Automobile association auditorium on 18th July 2016.

From your editors desk
BE WISE AND STRONG
A wise man does not repay a hurt for a hurt. If done the heart is diminished. Love leaves you. Pain given in return for pain causes severe pain and changes heartfelt love for ever. It’s not wise to behave in such a manner; that is why the Wise person flourishes carefully and steadily. The one who harps on revenge perishes in a
while. Pain, wickedness, sorrow, sadness is the result of “hurt for
hurt”; unless of course you have to defend your country in WAR.
Not that war is a good thing but we have to serve and defend our
country if required to.
But in this instance the message of Christ is clear like the wise man
who does not repay hurt for hurt in our everyday life style. Self
control of your heart, your mind and actions are mandatory. When
darkness is added to darkness no one can see and everyone is a loser. Love is not always warm and easy. We at times need to hold on
to our integrity when we are tempted to strike back in revenge. As
we are Christians and followers of Jesus Christ we must think carefully before we act. But we got to remember that we have to keep
our honor.
The path ahead is not easy but God will guide us and the GOOD
will PREVAIL. The way of love is no easy task but remember that
when that darkness falls may be sooner or later ; we will not perish
as the first light of dawn in the early morning will ensure a beautiful
sunrise for us. JESUS said;
“Because you have asked for understanding to discern judgment, I
have given you a wise and understanding heart”.
We Christians- lets be wise; let’s be strong.

YM Shane Balthazaar

"For kind info and action of all members of the Sri Lanka Region
IP Night Speech August 6, 2016 by IP Joan Wilson
My dear Y’s Friends from all across the globe, I am honoured
to be standing here before you this evening as your International President. It is a privilege for me to be able to serve our
Movement and its members, and I will do my utmost to fulfill
my duties.
Before I speak further on my vision and goals for Y’s Men for
this coming year, I want to acknowledge those who have made
it possible for me to be here today. First and foremost, I thank
my family – husband Stu, and our sons and their wives, Tim,
Jenn and grandson Quinn, and Matt and Jen – for supporting
and encouraging me as I took on various leadership roles in Y Service up to and including IP. Family is very important to me, and without their agreement, I would not
have accepted this position. I owe a great debt of appreciation to my own club members, as well as those in Central Canada Region and Area Canada/Caribbean. These
members, young and old, men and women, from very diverse socio-economic backgrounds, professions and cultural heritages, have all helped to form my beliefs in just
what it means to be a Y Service member. In a time when women in Y’sdom were few
and far between, I always felt that I belonged.
I also want to thank the many amazing PIPs who have come before me, and for their
work in setting strong goals during their years of office. Each one faced both successes
and challenges, and dealt with each to the best of their abilities. I especially note with
appreciation the only other woman to have been IP, Rachelle Reeg, and for her wisdom and advice to me in the past year.
And so I stand here, not just as Joan Wilson, a Y Service member from Ottawa, but
also as your representative at the international level. With your support, I will strive to
guide and inspire our members to grow in numbers and in service to those in need in
our communities and around the world. It is for this reason – service to others - that
Y’s Men came into existence 94 years ago. Our founder, Paul William Alexander, saw
that the local YMCA, with its strong Christian foundation and focus on providing
young men with positive and engaging activities, was in need of support and encouragement to maintain their programs. Thus the Y’s Men’s Club was born, and very
soon it spread across the world. Others saw this as a constructive way to help the
needy in their communities by supporting the good work of the YMCA.
As time passed, clubs in our Movement started to branch out to provide direct service
to the downtrodden in their communities as well as to the YMCA. Sometimes clubs
started where there was no YMCA, and sometimes YMCAs helped to start clubs.
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IP’s Speech continued from page 3
As an international Movement, Y’s Men projects began to develop that were
supported by all members. Some of these are ongoing, such as the Brotherhood
Fund and the Time of Fast-Global Projects Fund. And thus Y’s Men reached its
three-fold purpose – to serve the YMCA, and the needy in local communities and
around the world.
You might wonder why I chose to review this history of Y’s Men with you tonight. I believe it is so important to remember our true purpose in the midst of
many other changes that face us over the course of time: changes in societal attitudes to volunteering; cultural differences in our almost 70 member countries;
changes in our relationship with the YMCA; changes in how the YMCA presents
itself in different countries; challenges in involving young people, and so on.
For all the changes and challenges we face, let us not forget who we are – people
of many faiths and cultures working collectively to improve the lives of the poor
and needy through collaboration with the YMCA, in our own communities, and
across the globe.
As your IP, I have chosen as my theme “Our Future Begins Today” and my slogan as “Together We Can Do So Much More”. I believe that we must set realistic
goals for the coming years and then get to work on achieving them. This means
we need to get to work right away – our future begins today! – and that we
must involve all our members, Y’s Menettes, families, youth and Y’s Lings to get
the best results – together we can do so much more!
The following five keys will help us to be more successful in the coming years:
C Communications – clear and consistent messages, prompt responses, timely
messaging
L Leadership – model servant leadership, empowered to do their work, and
committed to their duties
E Everyone – involve young members, Y’s Menettes and families, all need to be
engaged in meeting goals
A Action – can't delay in dealing with our current challenges, support current
service projects and look for new ones, all must work on member conservation,
new clubs must have ongoing mentoring
R Responsibility – each must complete whatever duties are assigned to them,
whether big or small, we must share in problem solving so we can go forward
together. Remember our motto: “To Acknowledge the Duty That Accompanies
Every Right”. There is no doubt that we face a number of challenges in Y’s Men
today. These include: stagnant membership growth; reduced revenues; reaching
and keeping young members; changes in world attitudes to volunteering; and
meeting our own goals set out in the Towards 2022 plan. However we have had
challenges in the past and have worked our way through them. I am confident
that we can do that now and in the future.
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IP’s Speech continued from page 3
As part of my vision and goals for this year, I provide some ways that we can
move forward productively: 1. Let’s keep our Y’sdom core values in mind.
·:support the YMCA, local communities, YMI international programs ·:develop
and nurture leaders ·:ensure fellowship and fun along with serving others
2. Let’s do better at celebrating successes at various levels.
· Use the monthly IP e-NEWS to highlight community service stories from different Areas, provide information on Emphasis Month programs, share news
from young members ·:New IP Letter for "Recognition for Excellence in Service" to encourage regular club projects
: Challenge to APs and RDs - develop your own way to celebrate successes
3. Let’s improve our use of electronic communications and social media.
·:Practice good communication skills :Respond in a timely manner
·:Continue to update social media skills beyond email
:Get help from young people to develop your skills!
4. Let’s make changes where necessary to address our challenges.
·:Conflict Resolution Policy to address internal conflicts in Areas and Regions use it! ·:Look for ways to develop clubs that may be different from the traditional format ·:Develop process for youth to transition from Youth Clubs to
adult membership
5. Let’s look for ways to save costs so our dues produce the greatest benefits.
·:Portalbuzz needs to be functioning in all Regions ·:Opening of a satellite office in Chiangmai Thailand ·:Dues payments need to be on time
6. Let’s embrace new programs that can make a difference in our movement.
·:For example: YES, STEP For All, GOLD 2.0
7. Let’s prepare our youth and young members for being adults in our movement. ·:Listen to their ideas and give them opportunities to lead ·:Mentor them
in positions of responsibility ·:Develop fiscal responsibility in members of
Youth clubs in preparation for becoming adult dues paying members
8. Let’s start to improve our membership statistics by setting realistic and
achievable goals for each year.
·:The goal this year is 5% real growth (after looking at additions and losses)
· Focus on membership and club conservation along with extension - both are
important for growth
I am confident that Y’s Men will continue to change and evolve as it meets the
challenges of our changing world realities. I for one want to be part of that
change and hope that each of you will join me in working hard together to
achieve all that we can for the growth of Y’s Men and for greater service to the
YMCA, and to those in need in our communities and around the world.
Remember: It is up to us to ensure that Our Future Begins Today!
And that Together We Can Do So Much More!
Thank you!
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ISD PAP ASD PRD Rita Hettiarachchi at IC 72 Taipei, Taiwan
from 4th Aug to 8th Aug 2016

Recipe Corner

BARBECUED CHICKEN PIZZAS RECIPE

TOTAL TIME:
Prep: 25 min.
Grill: 10 min.
MAKES: 8 servings

Colombo Club’s YM Rita flies Sri Lankan flag at the
opening session of 72 IC in Taipei
Congratulations YM Rita for showcasing Sri Lanka Ysdom at the opening
ceremony of the 72 International Convention at Grand Hotel, Taipei.
Colombo Y’s Men PAP Rita was in Taipei attending the sessions of 72 IC.
Sri Lanka Y’sdom ranks as the 10th largest member in Asia Ysdom which
has around 23500 YM members.
Other Asian Ysdoms Below Sri Lanka are Taiwan & Thailand.
Standing above Sri Lanka (with 11 more members) is Singapore Ysdom.
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INGREDIENTS:
2 boneless skinless
chicken breast halves
(6 ounces each)
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 cup barbecue sauce,
divided
1 tube (13.8 ounces)
refrigerated pizza crust
2 teaspoons olive oil
1 medium red onion,
thinly sliced
2 cups (8 ounces) shredded Gouda/Mozzarella cheese
1/4 cup minced fresh cilantro
DIRECTIONS
Sprinkle chicken with salt and pepper. On a greased grill rack, grill
chicken, covered, over medium heat or broil 4 in. from the heat for 57 minutes on each side or until a thermometer reads 170°, basting frequently with 1/2 cup barbecue sauce. Set aside and keep warm.
Divide dough in half. On a lightly floured surface, roll each portion
into a 12x10-in. rectangle. Lightly brush both sides of dough with oil;
place on grill. Cover and grill over medium heat for 1-2 minutes or
until bottoms are lightly browned.
Remove from grill. Cut the chicken into 1/2-in. cubes. Spread the grilled side of
each crust with 1/4 cup barbecue sauce; layer with chicken, onion, cheese and
cilantro. Return to grill. Cover and cook each pizza for 4-5 minutes or until the bottom is lightly browned and cheese is melted.
Sent by YL Lilanthi Gibson
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THE CENTRAL EASTERN DISTRICT COUNCIL MEETING
OF MAHA NUWARA AND KURUNEGALA CLUBS
on 14th AUGUST 2016 AT MAWILMADA, KANDY

The 2016-17 RD, RDE, DG,
and a few RSD’s from the Regional Board attended the event

Y's Men's Club Colombo, FUND RAISER 3rd Sept 2016 at Colpetty
Colombo Club President YM Joseph Thavarajah
informed the Regional Board that this event was a success.

CE district meeting 2016 in progress
at Mawilmada Kandy

CE ,DG CE delivers his address
DG SW Errol Gibson, RD Prasantha de
Silva, DG CE Sarath Ariyaratne and RDE
Ranaraj Serasinhe at CE district meeting

CE district meeting 2016 in progress

CE Members at the DG CE meeting
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The Colombo Club Fund Raiser in pictures
More pictures on page 11
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Christian Emphasis… Work While it is Day
by RSD YM V.Ariyaratnam
Work while it is day (from the Gospel according to John 9:4). Yes, while it is day
Jesus Christ’s emergency and urgent call to seize the opportunity. Time is an opportunity; (St. Paul in his letters mentioned this twice).
The letter of St. Paul to the Ephesians chapter 5 verse 16 said
about making the best use of the time; because the days are
evil. Again the letter of St. Paul to the Colossians chapter 4
verse 5 walk in wisdom toward outsiders making the best of the
time. Why? Because the days are evil. Grasp today the
book of proverbs where Solomon says in Chapter 27 verse 1;
do not boast about tomorrow for you do not know what a day
might bring. Lord Jesus Christ said in the Gospel of Matthew chapter 6 verse 34 not to
be anxious about tomorrow for tomorrow will be anxious for itself. Sufficient for the
day is its own trouble.
We have witnessed a most extra ordinary year of violence, lawlessness, human tragedy
and horrific natural disasters around the world in 2016. We saw the dramatic eruption
and rapid rise of ISIS in Syria and Iraq and its influence in some parts of the world
with evil and savage behavior as none of us will ever forget that video of 21 Egyptian
Christians being be headed on the beach in Libya and many more massacres of God’s
people in various parts of the world. Catholic clergy was killed. On U tube we can still
see these terrible massacres. The terrible events spread up to as close as Bangladesh in
June this year where the Bangladeshi security forces arrested over 3000 persons within
24 hours who suspected for these crimes against humanity. We saw killings of Christians in Pakistan, India and Afghanistan recently too. We saw war in Ukraine Syria
Iraq and clashes in Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Yemen, and in Paris, and in some European
cities. Then let’s take a look at EBOLA and the new Killer FLU’s - like Zika virus and
even here in Sri Lanka Dengue fever is still not controlled and there were many
deaths..
Take the hundreds and thousands dying in natural disasters in Africa. Hurricanes, Volcanic, floods, earthquakes and a fatal Avalanche on Mount Everest. Even in sports the
world witnessed some hooligans from Russia involved in a terrible incident in France.
What a terrible attack in Orlando USA where a GAY club was attacked packed with
Gays where the terrible gunman shot 49 dead and injured 51 persons. In Sri Lanka we
thank GOD for Peace now since May 2009; that was after 30 years. There are persons
gone missing and still not found. Look at the Salawa tragedy where 5 billion of property was destroyed by the blast of the large Ammo dump of the Army soon after the
worst floods here after many years. Could we in the world have ever anticipated these
tragedies one year ago?
We must pray for PEACE in the world and the major powers should work towards this
Aim and seize the opportunity for peace. Work while it is day. Therefore only today is
ours. The most important choice in life is to seize the opportunity .We urge people to
come closer to Jesus by Repenting and living good Christian lives. Thereafter Eternal
life is assured by OUR Lord God and evil and evil armies will be eventually defeated.
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Fresh African Outreach with Colombo Begins!

YM Joseph
Thavaraja,
Colombo
Club president
was on an
Official visit
and took
time off to
maintain
"African
reach ties "

Below are more pictures from the Colombo Club Fund Raiser
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KURUNEGALA CLUB KEEPS UP THE GOOD WORK IN COMMUNITY SER-

SAINT “MOTHER” TERESA OF CULCUTTA (NOW KOLKATA)

By YY Natasha Balthazaar

In the Pics below are the dynamic members of the club actively involved in a great cause

A CHRISTIAN ....
sent by DG SW Errol Gibson
When I say that 'I am a Christian', I am not shouting that I am clean living.
I'm whispering 'I was lost, but now I'm found and forgiven.'
When I say 'I am a Christian', I don't speak of this with pride.
I'm confessing that I stumble and need Christ to be my guide.
When I say 'I am a Christian', I'm not trying to be strong.
I'm professing that I'm weak and need His strength to carry on.
When I say 'I am a Christian', I'm not bragging of success.
I'm admitting I have failed and need God to clean my mess.
When I say 'I am a Christian', I'm not claiming to be perfect.
My flaws are far too visible, but God believes I am worth it.

She once said the following …” Do not wait for leaders; do it
alone; person to person.” She was born in Macedonia to Albanian
parents in 1910 as AGNES GONXHA BOJAXHIU. In 1928 she
was ordained a Roam catholic Nun in Ireland as rev Sister Mary
Teresa. In 1929 she was posted to Calcutta in India. She was a very
dynamic and excellent missionary and did a lot of charity work and
taught in the nearby St Mary’s Convent till 1948.
The Order of the MISSIONARY OF CHARITY; she formed in
1950 and was recognized by the Vatican. In 1960 Mother Teresa
opened many centers for lepers and for those who were suffering and dying of Dysentery and TB. SHE won the Nobel PEACE PRIZE in 1979 and the great and pious and
HOLY Mother Teresa passed away peacefully in her room in Calcutta in 1997 at the
age of 87. Mother Teresa also said that the world is in turmoil and suffering so much
because there is so very little love in the home and in family life we have no time for
each members of the family no time for our children and no time to enjoy each other in
the family. Everything is a rush. As there is no time for family there is so much suffering and so much unhappiness in the world today. Anxious of greater riches and greater
developments and children have very little time for their parents. The disruptions of the
world begin in homes; she said. Husbands are killing wives in recent news …so what
Mother Teresa said is all come to pass in so many countries in these times. The two
Main miracles attributed to her were;
1). A Bengali Woman named Mrs. Monica Besra who was dying of Cancer in the stomach was miraculously cured for life by Mother Teresa. Monica Besra lived far away
from Calcutta - about 250 miles away.
2.) A Brazilian named Mr.MARCLLO HADDAD ANDRIANO was miraculously
cured for life from Tumors in the head by Mother Teresa. Both these Miracles were
well know in the dioceses and well recognized.
In March 2002 Pope John Paul the second Beatified her as BLESSED MOTHER TERESA. Then a few days ago on 4th SEPT 2016 Pope Francis Canonized her as SAINT
MOTHER TERESA; 19 years after her death. SAINT TERESA said …”KEEP CLOSE
TO JESUS HE LOVES YOU“. (See attached Pics).

1

2

When I say 'I am a Christian', I still feel the sting of pain.
I have my share of heartaches, so I call upon His name.
When I say 'I am a Christian', I'm not holier than thou,
I'm just a simple sinner who received God's good grace, somehow!
Be Blessed, Be a Blessing.
When you feel like you're drowning in life, Don't worry -your Lifeguard walks on water.
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COLOMBO CLUB INITIATES DEHIWELA Y’s DRAWING CONTEST
More than 50 students took part in Students Drawing Contest at Dehiwela YMCA. The
video on this event which is now available on Colombo Club’s You tube Channel, and
also shown below!
THE COLOMBO CLUB INITIATED AND SUPPORTED “CREATING AWARENESS
ON CLIMATE CHANGE – STUDENTS’ DRAWING COMPETITON” ORGANISED
BY DEHIWELA YMCA ON 6 AUGUST. YM THOUMIYAN LED THE EVENT.
PAP PRD Rita promotes Y 's Dom in S.L. at IC 72

MORE PICS OF IC 72 Taipei August 2016

An entertainment program at the International Convention 2016

Y’s Men’s Club of Colombo is pleased to announce that RSD LT/OD ISD ASD PAP Mrs
Rita Hettiarachchi is joining the 72nd International Convention (72 IC) in Taiwan.
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Top L: With APAY Gen Secy, Nam Boo Wan at Taipei YMCA
Top R: Recg certificate for support extended as ASD for STEP, YEEP & LTOD
Bottom L: Sitting as proxy for RD Sri Lanka at ACM
Bottom R: The launching of new Asia Pacific Area of Y’s Dom
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